
         IN 
   THE CUP

Impeccably clean, this coffee presents cocoa and even slight 
coffee blossom in the aroma. Layers of integrated fruited acidity 
are found in the cup: melon, dried papaya, mango and slight citrus 
over a deeply enjoyable milk chocolate and panela base.

THE 
TAKEAWAY 

One of Puno's top producers, Ciriaco Quispe’s coffee is the finest 
example of Peruvian terroir/potential that we have ever tasted. 
This is Passenger’s third year purchasing Ciriaco’s coffee and this 
particular harvest is our favorite to date.
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    Ciriaco Quispe is a member of the Inambari Cooperative, one of the top cooperatives in all of Peru. Even within 
the context of this stellar cooperative, we think this coffee stands out as an absolute stunner, showcasing flavors and 
attributes not easily found in coffees from Peru. It's a bold statement, but we honestly believe that Ciriaco produces 
the best coffee in all of Peru.
   All of the members of this cooperative are small in terms of landholding, with an average farm size of 2.5 hectares. 
The coffee is often picked by the farmers themselves. If more hands are needed for harvesting neighbors are 
sometimes employed. Coffee is depulped using hand cranked machines, fermented in concrete tanks and washed 
in the same tanks. Similar to Colombia, the harvest season can be rainy in this part of Peru, so parabolic (raised, 
covered) beds are employed for drying.
   Ciriaco has less than one hectare of land. His farm is at a staggering 1,850 meters above sea level and he has 
planted a healthy mix of Bourbon and Caturra plants. In the cup it has everything one wants and expects from a 
good Peruvian coffee: chocolate notes, medium-plus sweetness and loads of body. But, it also has a lot you don't 
expect from a Peruvian coffee, such as incredibly complex fruited acidity. It's not a bright, in your face acidity, but 
a prismatic, shifting, backbone type of acidity. Flavors shift from mango and dried papaya, through complex berries 
(red and black) and low oxidation oolong tea, over a sturdy base of milk chocolate, caramel and wafer cookies. The 
innately integrated quality of the acidity lends itself remarkably well to being pulled as a single origin espresso. 
Though, don't get us wrong, this coffee excels in any brew method.
   This is our third season purchasing coffee from Ciriaco. We purchased his entire 2013/14 production and all but 
three bags of his 2014/15 production. This current harvest is our favorite yet and this is without question thanks to 
the work done by Red Fox Coffee Merchants, a specialty coffee sourcing and importing company based in Oakland, 
California. While our green buying team directly sources the vast majority of the offerings on our menu on our own, 
we can’t cover the whole coffee producing world. Peru is a complex country and quite foreign to us. Few coffee 
buyers have the experience in this country that Aleco Chigounis, founder of Red Fox Coffee Merchants, has and we 
are honored to partner with him on this offering. It is a relationship we hope to hold on to as long as possible. This is 
a very special coffee.

CIRIACO QUISPE 
RESERVE LOT OFFERING 

COUNTRY PERU

REGION PUNO

PRODUCER CIRIACO QUISPE 

VARIETAL BOURBON, CATURRA  

PROCESSING WASHED, THEN DRIED ON  PARABOLIC BEDS

ELEVATION 1,850 MASL

CIRIACO
QUISPE


